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Are our modern cities doomed?
By Uon Alexander

M

Llmita Of The City

ANY people have comment- by Murray Bookchin
ed on the enormous prob· Black Rose Books, 194 pages,
lems connected with the modern $14.95
city: Crime, congestion, pollution.
anonymity, loneliness.
"human scale" city of old as the
Are these problems soluble? first urban areas were a negation
Nol according to Murray Book· of the rural village: "Just as there
chin. Bookchin is not an easy is a point beyond which a village
· writer lo digest and somewhat becomes a city, so there is a point
prone lo sermonize, but Limits beyond which the city negates it·
Of The City is an antidote to self, churning up a human condi·
superficial thinking.
lion that is more atomizing Bookchin - who :,e previous and culturally or socially more
work has dealt with ecology, na· dessicated - than anything atlure. anarchism and activism in a tributed lo rural life."
nuclear age - brings together 30
To understand this evolution,
years of thinking on urban issues one must lay bare the main·
into this difficult, at limes ten- springs of urban development.
dentious, volume.
For Bookchin, these include agriHis opening thesis (and the culture, trade and state power.
easiest part of the book to under· Mesopotamian and Egyptian
stand) is that cities must be seen cities preserved the clan characas the products of specific histori- ter and dependence on agricul·
cal epochs.
ture, characteristic of the village.
At the same time, they laid the
Same name
basis for a ·new cosmopolitan out"Renaissance and modern look.
The tendency of cities to beRome differ as fundamentally
from each other as ancient and come autonomous through the en·
medieval Rome," he writes. "they largement of trade and manufacexpress entirely different ec o- ture was held in check by the
nomic, social and cultural condi· highly centralized state systems
tions, although they share the of the Middle Eastern pharoahs
same name and occupy the same and kings.
loca.le."
l
In Greece, because of the pecu1'~or Bookchin, the megalopolis liar geographic character of the
is as much a negation of the Greek mainland, central author·

ity was delayed for several cen·
turies and autonomous city-slates
emerged with a high degree of
public participation.
After the fall of Rome, the
medieval cities of Europe, based
on trade and independent crafts·
men, were able to keep feudal
rulers at bay and exhibited the
same civic pride and social responsibility found ih the Greek
polis,
Bookchin explores the tantalizing possibility that, had these
cities been able to establish durable confederations, the modern
nation-state might never have developed at all.

Bookchin calls "urbanization
without cities."
Today, "citizens" have been replaced by faceless "taxpayers,"
suspicion is sown between suburbanites and ghetto-dwellers,
Yuppies and ethnic groups as the
city becomes a place not to live in
but a place lo work, and neighborhoods become grist for speculation: An "investment" rather
than a place to "go home lo."
As mutual aid and self-suff.iciency are broken down and irreconciliable splits set up between "work," "leisure" and
"community life," more people
become dependent on institutions
outside the community for their
amusement, employment and
Ancient Athens
even emotional health, with the
For Bookchin, the hallmarks of result that atomization and indifthe urban tradition are a broad- ference result.
minded cosmopolitanism, a high
High standards
degree of public participation (in
Can
this
be remedied by intelli•
ancient Athens, professional
administration was done away gent design? Bookchin feels that
with altogether), the subordina· only a "fundamental change in
lion of economics to community society" will make it possible to
concerns and a healthy balance create a city which "fosters the
integration of individual and soci·
between town and country.
ely, of town and country, of perAll these things require a cer· sona I and social needs," thus
lain scale. But with the explosion recovering the high standards of
of commerce occasioned, by the urbanism established by the an·
"discovery" of the New World cient and medieval models of the
and the reduction of independent past.
craftsmen and farmers lo the
status of wage workers, the stage D Don Alexander is a free-lance
was set for the cancerous growth writer living in Toronto.

